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About This Game

Rise up, Conjurer, for the fate of Eldinoor rests in your hands! The great wyrm Arnathra has awakened from her centuries-long
slumber, and great is her hunger for blood and gold. Ever a covetous and wrathful beast, Arnathra has enslaved the orcs of the
Aedrech Mountains and sends them into our lands. Even now they pour forth into the Valley of Crows, a frenzied horde intent
on bloodshed and plunder. Hold them here, at the Pass of Sorrows, and call forth your towers of fire and ice. Let neither your

courage fail, nor your wand rest idle, for without you… all is lost.”

Orc Towers VR is a first person tower defense game. Build your defenses up to defend against the orc hordes. Teleport between
towers to unleash different spells and combinations to defeat the orcs.
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Title: Orc Towers VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Coding Jar Studios Inc.
Publisher:
Coding Jar Studios Inc.
Franchise:
Orc Towers
Release Date: 24 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5 - 3570k

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Sound Card: Built in

English
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Community Request - Ships!:
Ahoy Mateys!

Going forward with updates we'd love to know what type of ships you'd want to have in the game. We already have a few
planned but would like to see whatever interesting ideas people have.

There are some guidelines on your suggestions.

1. Must fit into either the 7 player or 13 player class of ships. Meaning the amount of activities to do on deck, cannon loading,
repairing should suit the player count. There shouldn't be many people standing around doing nothing. 10 Guns a side is
currently quite a handful for a 13 Player class with the current Cruizer in-game.

2. Ship suggestions must fit into a specific role. Take into account the amount of guns, how they are fitted on the ship, and what
purpose it serves in the game.

They must have strong points and/or weak points. Although given a situation effective during certain encounters. Even strong at
multiple but weaker at others.

Eg.

Long range gunning
Ramming
Boarding
Mobility
Agility
Chasing
Fleeing
etc.

Feel free to provide a reference of the ship, with either a name (if preexisting) or a mockup of perhaps the deck layout.
MSPaint can work fine!

3. Ship designs do not have to be accurate to the era or historically accurate/location of piracy. So Galleys, Barbary Pirate ships
like Xebecs are fine.

I will note that we have these ships already in progress:
Bomb Ketch 13P
Bomb Ketch 7P
13P Brig
7P Cutter

The Bomb Ketches:
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We have a reddit discussion available here!
https://www.reddit.com/r/BlackwakeGame/comments/74our2/community_request_ships/

Dakota & Tyler. Spriter R4 Release!:
Hi everyone,
 
We're pleased to announce the release of Spriter build R4 which will (or already has) automatically update when you log into
Steam.
 
R4 is the first build to feature the newly updated manual which now covers all core features. R4 also features the long awaited
hot-key list, which you can access by pressing Shift+Escape (or through the Help menu).
 
One great new feature introduced in this new build is the ability to copy a specific individual attribute of an object (such as it's x
scale, y scale, position, angle, or opacity) and automatically paste to all of its other key frames.
 
This build should also fix a library issue with the 64 bit Linux version. Internal testing shows the Steam version of Spriter Pro
now loads properly from Steam with Ubuntu 11.04, but so far we can only get it to run on Ubuntu 14 by launching it directly
from it's Steam folder location. It will not launch directly from Steam itself. We will continue to look into this and thank you for
your patience.
 
Here is the full changelog for Spriter R4:
 
Spriter Release 4
Released 4/22/2015
 
Additions and Enhancements

Updated manual now includes all core features
Added Shortcut Key Popup (available in the Help menu, and through keyboard shortcut Shift-Esc)
Added the right-click menu option on the canvas to copy a single object attribute (x,y,angle,etc) to every frame (when
one object is selected)
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Export To PNG/Gif window now remembers 'Keyframes Only' setting

 
Changes

Minor cosmetic changes
Changed Export to PNG Sequence naming convention to use one underscore (myImage_000.png) instead of two
(myImage__000.png), as the double underscore was causing issues on certain OS's and API's

 
Bug Fixes

Fixed a bug that made the right click image list for sprites not show up under certain circumstances
Removed the 'Program Update' settings from the Steam version, as Steam handles updates and these settings had no
effect.

 

We'd also like to take this opportunity to mention some great new Spriter implementations in the works for several popular
authoring systems. Here are links so you can get the specific details for each of them. (If we missed any new Spriter
implementations, please let us know and we'll mention it in our next update.)
 
Atomic Game Engine[atomicgameengine.com] (Video) 
 
Overlap 2d[overlap2d.com]
 
Clickteam Fusion[www.clickteam.com] (Video) 
 
We should also mention Spriter2Unity has also been updated[brashmonkey.com] to work with Unity 5.
 
 
Speaking of runtimes, we'd like to humbly thank everyone again for your patience as we continue to work on the Spriter Pro
reference implementation. As most of you may know, the goal is to provide a fully featured and easy to follow/port Spriter
implementation, and the delay is in general because we are making sure the implementation is as flexible as possible, includes
several up-coming features and improvements, and makes room for the easy addition of several planned features which will be a
big part of Spriter's future. As this full and future-proof implementation develops we're very excited with what it will offer
Spriter users, but it's also becoming obvious that there's a conflict between the need to make sure its done carefully and the
desire to get it done quickly.
 
For this reason we've decided its best for me to switch gears and make a much simpler reference implementation which
perfectly supports all current features (but not the future features) so that people who need to port or finish a Spriter
implementation sooner rather than later will have a concise and easy to follow example in the near future. The much more
robust implementation will be the focus once the basic implementation is made available to everyone. We will deliver a detailed
update regarding this 1.0 feature complete reference implementation within the next 14 days.
 
Cheers,
Edgar at BrashMonkey. Version 1.02 Update:
1. Add Option button to Start Scene, allowing for screen resolution adjustment and volume adjustment.
2. Battlefield View now has 3 gears. You can use mouse wheel slide to switch.
3. The cruiser needs a second confirmation when using radar.
I need more game reviews.Thank you for your support.
Forecast for next Update:
Adjust some commander skills, optimize the game operation related to the mouse.
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Update in the future：
Add support to keyboard and controller, and enhance the performance of all kinds of art.
. Patch 16 imminent - want to opt out? Read more.:
Patch 16 introduces a *lot* of visual and gameplay changes. From some of the earlier shots, some people expressed their dislike
at the change from a monochromatic surface to a much more colourful one.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRy-TKAHMJ0

As I'm a one-man-band here, I'm unable to even consider supporting multiple codebases/branches, but I *am*, as ever, listening
to people, so what I am offering is a new code branch.

If you opt into 
P15-Frozen. Road Redemption September 2017 Patch #3:
Patch notes:
- new speedrun timer (upon completion of campaign)
- improved performance
- improved sound effects on weapon interactions
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